BOLPUR MANAB JAMIN
ANNUAL REPORT 2014-15

OUR MISSION
Mission of Bolpur Manab Jamin is to actively serve vulnerable communities
specially women, girls, children, disables, senior citizens, indigenous people
with encouraging innovations for developing collective and inclusive social
change in West Bengal .
OUR VISION
Bolpur Manab Jamin envisages a society where people cooperates,
empathies, trusts and become sustainable to protect social, economical and
cultural interest of every living being and environment.

From the desk of Secretary:
Our efforts are focused on the area of Agriculture, Education, Health, Women
Empowerment, Environmental Activities, Local self-government, Farmers’ Club &
SHG, Income generation, Institutional development, Capacity building and social
awareness as the tools to usher in new Socio-Economic Paradigm.
I express my heartfelt thanks and respect to all our well-wishers and Donor Agencies
for their support and cooperation and welcome from them any further help, cooperation and guidance to brace the condition of the under privileged sector of the
society.
I take the prospect to show appreciation to all the members of the Bolpur Manab
Jamin family who has contributed to various stages of developmental work and
betterment of this Annual Report. This Report draws an overview of annual
activities of the year 2014-15.
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Let’s work together to ensure development in our households, workplaces, schools,
institutions, and community.
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the programmes of Bolpur Manab Jamin time to time.

INTRODUCTION
Bolpur Manab Jamin, a Non-Governmental Organization situated in a dry zone
area that has Laterite soil and Vindhya Alluvial soil. The area has mono cropping
with rice, which is entirely rain fed. The project area is near Santiniketan about
161 km from Kolkata; however, the area is underdeveloped and has a large
population of landless farmers. It is Schedule Tribe and Schedule Caste majority
area.
The district of Birbhum lies between 230 23‟ 30” and 240 35‟ 0” North Latitudes and
between 870 05‟ 25” and 880 01‟ 41” East Longitude. The district is bounded on the
north and west, by the district of Santhal Pargana of Jharkhand, on the east by the
districts of Murshidabad and Burdwan and on the south by Burdwan, from which
it is separated by the Ajay River.
BMJ is working at 51 villages of 5 Blocks (Bolpur-Sriniketan Block, Dubrajpur
Block, Khoyrasole Block, Illambazar Block and Mayureshwar 1 Block).
Programme Objectives:
•

To improve Food Security

•

To upgrade the Nutritional Status of families

•

To reduce school dropout

•

Improve financial inclusion

•

Involve more people in Income Generation Schemes.

•

Increase environmental awareness

ON GOING PROGRAMMES:
Pulse Seed Production cum Demonstration Programme
Bolpur Manab Jamin (BMJ) with the support of International Centre for
Agricultural Research in Dry Areas (ICARDA) focused on training, information
dissemination, technical and financial assistance for rural sharecropper and
marginal farmers to cultivate Lentil for generating alternative income based on
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Apart from increasing the production and productivity of Lentil by the participating
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market economy & marketing, combat malnutrition and to improve soil fertility.

farmers another purpose is to inspire other farmers in the adjoining areas to accept
these technologies for the betterment of development and sustainability.
Increasing food legumes productions by small farmers to strengthen food and
nutrition security through adoption of improved technologies and governance
within South-South cooperation are the main aims of the programme.
The impacts will be:


Increase in Lentil production



Increase in household income



Increase in cropping intensity



Increase in Legumes consumption



Combat Malnutrition



Increase soil fertility

This year Bolpur Manab Jamin with the technical support of Visva Bharati
Universtiy provided training to the farmers of 51 villages regarding Lentil
cultivation before harvesting of paddy.

642

farmers participated in this

programme. 2398 kg of special Variety certified seeds had been distributed. Each
farmer got special variety of Foundation and Certified Seeds of Lentil (Subrata,
Moitree, PL-6, HUL-57, Asha) to demonstrate this programme.
Activities done by Bolpur Manab Jamin in the year 2014-15 includes both men and
women farmers who are enriched by the programme. There are 5 nos. of training
programme where 143 beneficiaries participated, 5 nos. of Farmers Field Day where
70 farmers particiapted and 6 Awaness Programme

which includes 172

beneficiaries.
Hand Washing & Sanitation Programme
Bolpur Manab Jamin set its goal and had implemented this programme with the
support of Dr. Monika.Golembiewski, Shining Eyes, Germany in two primary
schools, one Shishu Shiksha Kendra and one ICDS centre in 4 villages i.e.
Jharnadanga, Rahamatpur, Bishnubati and Hatrasulganj.
This year 326 families were aware regarding the benefit of hand washing which

families to safeguard their health which will sustain better habit of the community.
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students and their parents. Sanitizing kit was distributed to the children and their
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includes under-privileged SC, ST, OBC and economically weaker section primary

Other than reduction of Diarrheal risk in the community, few other outcomes are
also noticed:


Restrict the rate of School Dropout which is caused by illness,



Less expense for Doctor’s fees and medicine,



Increase rate of man days, thus creating more income.

These factors symbolically represent a better condition of the communities where
the programme was implemented.
Nutrition Programme
Bolpur Manab Jamin with the technical and financial support of Shining Eyes e. V.
have introduced Nutrition Program in 14 villages (8 villages under Raipur-Supur
GP and 6 villages under Ruppur GP) for all children aged 6-36 months, all pregnant
women and all lactating women until 6 months after delivery. Dr. Monika
Golembiewski member of Shining Eyes e. V. and a team of doctors are with us to
look after the health development of the children and their mothers are
progressing.
There is evidence that child malnutrition can be prevented if the mothers consume
sufficient vitamins, minerals and protein during their pregnancy and lactation
period. Also the nutrient requirements of the children need to be covered during
this important time until 3 years of age. Any form of under-nutrition during this
critical period from pregnancy until the age of 3 years can have long-term health
hazard into adulthood. Thus, it is essential that the mother is well nourished before
the onset of pregnancy and slowly starts introducing nutritionally adequate
semisolid food to the child when it is about 6 month old (after six months of
exclusive breastfeeding). In our nutrition programs we want to fulfill this goal by
providing sufficient nutrients to pregnant and lactating women and to all children
in the village aged 6-36 months.
We are giving training to the mothers to prepare cooked meal which has been
designed to fill the nutrient gap of currently applied local recipes on three days a
week. Thus twice a week we will prepare a nutritionally modified Halwa made from
wheat, dhal, milk, nuts, dates, pumpkin and egg. Once a week we want to prepare
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a nutritionally enhanced Kechuri prepared with rice, soy bean chunks, a good

The children and pregnant/lactating women are also receiving a micronutrient
powder called “TopNutri” which contains important vitamins, minerals and protein
in order to fill the micronutrient gap of local family diets.
The children and pregnant/lactating women are also receiving a powder from Sajne
Pata (Moringa leaves) mixed with Lal Sak (Amaranthas Tricolored) in order to fill the
micronutrient gap of local family diets.
The vitamin tables during the study period of the children and Iron tablets, folic
acid tablets are supported to be provided by the Health Care centre for the health
development of the children and protect mothers from anemia. This is very
important for the healthy development of the child and prevention of anemia. The
cooked meals will be provided to all children, pregnant and lactating women who
are participating in the program.
Before commencement of the nutrition program, Bolpur Manab Jamin with the
technical support of St. Mary‟s Mother and Child Care Hospital, Paruldanga have
done medical checkups in all the villages. We have assessed the age, weight, length,
MUAC and Hb of 380 children and 120 pregnant/lactating women and also of the
mothers of the concerned children.
Every month BMJ members are making home visit to all families with children in
the nutrition programme. The results are being documented and analyzed.
Our wish is to improve the health and nutritional status of the children and their
mothers.
Village Health Checkup Camp
The basic need of a community fulfills when it gets better health services. In rural
sector it is observed that the parameter of health is alarming.
Indicating toward this factor Bolpur Manab Jamin felt the need of health service
among the rural community and made a linkage with St. Mary‟s Child and Mother
Care Centre, Paruldanga. Team of Doctors from Germany and India goes to the
remote villages with several instrument and gadget such as weight, height, MUAC,

women in 21 tribal villages of Bolpur-Sriniketan Block.
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Hb measurements for spot checking up of the children and mothers of the

Distribution of free medicine is done if and when required by the villagers. After the
check up, if required or in a case of emergency they sent the patient to Hospital
with the help of their Ambulance. If needed they also refer them to outstation
Hospitals of Suri, Durgapur, Burdwan, Kolkata where the patients get subsidized
rate for their treatment.
Programmes under Central Board for Workers Education, Ministry of Labour
and Employment, Govt. of India
Quality of Life Training for Unorganized Sector Labour
The term Quality of Life is used to evaluate the general well-being of individuals
and societies in a wide range of contexts, including the fields of development,
healthcare, policies and schemes. Quality of life should not be confused with the
concept of standard of living, which is based primarily on income. Instead,
standard of livelihood include not only wealth and employment, but also the
environment, physical and mental health, education, recreation and leisure time,
and social belonging.
For that reason, 2 nos. of training on Quality of Life were organized for couples of
unorganized sector labour with the help of Central Board for Workers Education
Centre, Asansol Regional Office at the Campus Office. There were 20 couples to
participate in the trainings. Every participant got a stipend at the end of the
session.
Awareness Programme on Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act
One awareness programmes on Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act has been organized with the support of Central Board of Worker‟s
Education Centre, Asansol Regional Office. 40 villagers under Bolpur Manab Jamin
Project area participated in this training programme.
The key speakers were Assistant Labour Commissioner, Bolpur Sub Division; Joint
Block Development Officer of Bolpur-Sriniketan Block who gave a clear idea about
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the act of MGNREGA‟s programme and its implementation.

Special Awareness programme for Schedule Caste and Schedule Tribe
Unorganised Labour
Special programme for Scheduled Tribe had been organised with the support of
Central Board for Worker‟s Education, Asansol Regional Office at different villages
of Bolpur Sriniketan Block. The objectives of this programme was to make a bridge
between the under privilege section of the community and Government offices.
Assistant Labour Commissioner of Bolpur Regional Office, Minimum Wages
Inspector, Bolpur-Sriniketan Block and Illambazar Block; Industrial Development
Officer and Inspector BCW spoke on different schemes; there had also been
discussion on the availability and accessibility of different Schemes and programme
for unorganized sector labour. The programme covered 240 SC and 120 ST
community people of 9 villages.
Special awareness programme for Construction Workers
Five special programme for Construction Workers of unorganized sector had been
organised with the support of Central Board for Worker‟s Education, Asansol
Regional Office. The objectives of this programme were to create awareness among
the construction workers regarding labour law and health concern as needed.
Assistant Labour Commissioner, Suri & Bolpur; Block Social Welfare Officer, and
Sanitary Inspector discussed on legislative part of Indian Labour Law and their
different schemes. They also discussed about different health hazards of the
workers when working in adverse situation and availability & accessibility of
different Schemes and programme for unorganized sector labour. 200 nos. of
construction workers of unorganised sector of 12 villages had participated in this
programme.
National Child Labour Programme School
“Any society's future will be only as good as the way it treats and nurtures its
children today.” ~ Kailash Satyarthi
(The writer is a child rights activist and recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize for 2014.)
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Child labourers are deprived of their fundamental rights - many of them being

worst forms of exploitation. In their formative years they miss out on education and
then they drift into a vicious circle of illiteracy and poverty.
Our activities focus on providing access to quality education and educational
support, to vulnerable children who need special attention and care. We work
closely with communities to build awareness on child education.
Bolpur Manab Jamin is running smoothly the NCLP Special School at Hansra
(Illambazar) under National Child Labour Programme of Birbhum. The objective of
the programme is kept in focus to combat child labour as well as to rehabilitate
them in different trade which would make his/her world better.
The children 9 to 14 years especially used to become child labour working in brick
field or as a maid servant or working in a tea stall are the pupil of this special
school. Each student is getting regular mid-day meal and the allotted stipend of
Rs.150 per month. Lessons on vocational training also given to them along with the
regular course of study.
Child labour cannot be

totally eradicated unless it is supplemented by

comprehensive socio-economic programmes and educational uplift of the under
privileged sections of the society and by a change in the attitude of the society
towards child labour.
In short, the general improvement in socio-economic conditions of people will result
in gradual elimination of child labour.
Social Security Schemes
Bolpur Manab Jamin organize awareness programme to access the Govt. Schemes
and facilities for the workers [Building and other construction workers, Transport
workers and other unorganized sectors] with the kind support of Assistant Labour
Commissioner, Bolpur Subdivision, Minimum Wages Inspector, Bolpur-Sriniketan
Block and Panchayat level workers.
Consumer Awareness Campaign on Consumer Rights
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After the industrialization and multifaceted development in India, there appeared a

relationship between the consumer and the trader. Lack of consumer awareness,
illiteracy, poverty, etc. further led to the exploitation of consumer.
Bolpur Manab Jamin collaboratively with Dept. of Consumer Affairs & Fair
Business Practices, Govt. of West Bengal organise several awareness camps in the
District of Birbhum.
Besides these programmes Bolpur Manab Jamin has organised a Stall at Pous
Mela, an annual fair and festival that takes place in Santiniketan, for 4 days from
23rd December to 26th December 2014 in collaboration with Consumer Affairs and
Fair Business Practice, Birbhum Regional Office, Suri, Birbhum to create
awareness among the consumer‟s on their rights. The Stall had been inaugurated
by Prof. Gopal Chandra De, Principal, Palli Siksha Bhavana, Visva Bharati
University.
There has been display of various cartoons related to consumer rights and exhibit
of a documentary film of the said department. BMJ throughout this fair had aimed
to create awareness about the rights guaranteed to consumers under the law and
to serve as Guidance Agency to guide consumers to assert such rights.
Special Awareness Camp on Consumer Right through Audio Visual system
Bolpur Manab Jamin crossed a few years to aware the consumers about their
rights with the help of Consumer affairs and fair business practice, Birbhum
Regional Office, Suri, Birbhum. In consequence of vast experience in the said field
it is observed that awareness camp based on Audio Visual has produced more
interactive and effective for the village level participants.
Keeping this idea on mind we have conducted 4 Special Awareness Camp at 4
different villages (Bahadupur, Supur, Kankutia, Mohula) through Audio Visual
system where cartoon film and PowerPoint presentation on consumer rights and its
protection were displayed. Members of Bolpur Manab Jamin install the projector,
laptop, sound system and screen in public places where the villagers usually gather
like local market place, near local club house etc. in the evening time for quick

Jamin is planning for more programmes in the near future with the help of
CA&FBP Regional Office, Birbhum.
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the community people need more of such kind of awareness camps Bolpur Manab
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access of the people. This programme is very new and effective for the villagers. As

Observance of World Consumer’s Day
A consumer awareness seminar was organized on the theme „Healthy Diets‟ on the
occasion of World Consumer‟s Day at the auditorium of Gitanjali Santidev Kaksha
with the help of Consumer affairs and fair business practice, Birbhum Regional
Office, Suri Birbhum on 15th March 2015. More than 250 villagers of

Bolpur

Manab Jamin project area, members of different NGOs and CBOs and different
dignitaries participated in this programme.
Sri Chandranath Sinha, Minister of Fisheries Department, Govt. of West Bengal;
Sri Bikash Roy Choudhury, Sabhadipati, Birbhujm Zila Parishad had enriched the
programme with their august participation.
Assistant Director of CA& FBP, Birbhum Regional Office, Prof Gopal Chandra De,
Ex Principal, Institute of Agriculture, Visva Bharati, Dr. Bholanath Mondal,
Faculty, Institute of Agriculture, Visva Bharati spoke on „Healthy Diets‟ and about
the importance of the day. A documentary film was also shown at the end of the
seminar.
Education Support Programme: For Immaculate Tomorrow
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.” ~ Nelson Mandela
Education is a process whereby we learn to act in a human, rather than infantile.
Through this process we gain culture as part of our personal identity.
There are many challenges of education like children do not have school fees, there
is a need to work at young age, text books and school supplies may be scarce, and
the government may be forced to attend to other priorities.
In spite of the largest education system in the world, India still faces problems of
low levels of literacy achievement and poor quality of education with 37 percent of
the population lacking literacy skills and 53 percent of children dropping out at the

economically weaker sections to become effective users of ideas and information by
providing them the text books which enlighten their vision. Bolpur Manab Jamin is
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Textbook Support service is committed to rural students, of SC, ST and
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elementary level.

committed fundamentally to improve the education level of these economically
weaker students who are meritorious and have strong desire of learning.
This year also textbooks are given to meritorious and economically weaker
students. This year 136 students studying at Class XI and XII got the support.
Among them 65 numbers of boys and 71 numbers of girls received the books. The
caste wise distribution was 51 numbers of Scheduled Caste, 11 numbers of
Scheduled Tribe and 74 numbers of others.
This year we got donation of Rs. 10000/- from Smt. Sraboni Biswas & Sri Sushil
Biswas and Rs. 11000/- from Smt. Renuka Mondal as Corpus Fund towards Text
Book Support Programme. From the interest of the Corpus Fund every year 1 girl
student from each donation will get Text Book Support through Bolpur Manab
Jamin.
Pre-Primary Education
The Child Education Programme supports Pre-primary level children between the
ages of 3 to 5 years and their families. The programme helps parents, especially
mothers; take better care of their children‟s physical, mental and emotional
development.
The Pre-primary program ensures proper education, nutrition and conducts followups on health and progress for the children. The main aim of the programme is to
reduce school dropout, alternative education, mothers becomes good teacher.
Farmers Club
As agriculture is one of the important sources of our National Income and the
farmers are the dominators in this sector it is very important to generate a
collective effort to strengthen their position. The Farmers‟ Club program is one of
the major institutional development initiatives of NABARD aiming at strengthening
the grass root level Rural Financial Institutions.

Farmers' Clubs in 16 villages within the project area with the support of NABARD.
The major roles of Farmers‟ Club are:-
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Taking this on account Bolpur Manab Jamin approached NABARD to get support



To meet at regular intervals to discover / identify the Credit and Non Credit
needs of the farmers and fellow villagers.



Socio Economic development of the villages.



To assist the Bank in preparing Credit plans, Deposit mobilization, Recovery
etc.



To motivate the villagers for proper use of credit and proper mode of
repayment.



Bringing about attitudinal changes among the borrowers for their own benefit.



Capital formation by increasing production & productivity.



To motivate the villagers to save additional income.



To promote people participation in the process of development.

The members of Farmers‟ Club are also involved simultaneously to implement
different Govt. Scheme on Agriculture and allied sectors. They are engaged in
practicing different agricultural techniques and using new indigenous crops and
thus creating rural development.
Awareness camps on Legal Aid Services
Legal Aid implies giving free legal services to the poor and needy who cannot afford
the services of a lawyer for the conduct of a case or a legal proceeding in any court,
tribunal or before an authority.
This year 2 nos. of awareness camps were held on Legal Aid Services at Mirzapur
and Supur village which are being provided for the legal relief and to give easy
access to the backward sections of our society. Mr. Sidhartha Roy Chowdhury,
Additional District Judge, First Track Sub Divisional Judge of Bolpur Court, Anand
Chattopadhyay, Judge, Suri Court and Sanghamitra Podder, Judge, Bolpur Court
delivered their valuable speech in the context. “Otho Go Bharata Lakhi” – a
documentry film on Woman Rights was also shown in the training.
Mushroom Demonstration Programme
In India mushroom cultivation is gaining more attention as a possibility to use
agricultural wastes, and to help alleviate poverty and food insecurity.

Oyster mushroom is grown at moderate temperature ranging from 200 C to 300 C
and humidity 55-70% from October to February in the project villages.
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The economic importance of Mushroom cultivation lies primarily in its use as food

This year spawn was distributed among 21 numbers of women farmers from 3
villages and 82 demonstrations have been made. Most of them are landless and
SHG members.
Skill upgradation & Technology transfer
Bolpur Manab Jamin organize different agricultural training for the skill
upgradation of farmers along with technology transfer. The trainings are provided
mainly to the members of Farmers‟ Club, youth leader and lead farmers. This year
training was given on the subjects of Sri Method of paddy cultivation, onion
cultivation in rainy season, pulse cultivation, seed production, commercial
vegetable production, etc. We also trained the participants about the use and
benefit of Seed Bin, Drum Seeder and Cono Weeder.
Bolpur Manab Jamin also provides clinical advice to the farmers for betterment of
their agricultural products. The farmers get better yield and also eager to continue
these technologies in their field for better cultivation.
Turmeric demonstration
Turmeric is a spice which is used widely in Indian kitchen, useful in Hindu rituals
and having rich medicinal values. This year, with the technical support of Bolpur
Manab Jamin, 8 farmers of 5 project villages cultivated turmeric in a commercial
basis and able to get good production. Besides the home consumption, the extra
produce of the farmers are being able to sell as turmeric powder and thus the
opportunity encouraged the other farmers to purchase the seeds from them.
Nutritional & Herbal Garden
Nutritional Garden is one of the programme of Bolpur Manab Jamin. The main aim
of this programme is to propagate the home stead garden which would be source of
nutritional supply and herbal plants of the family. This year, Bolpur Manab Jamin
had selected different mothers from different villages. We have demonstrated 85
nos. of nutritional & herbal garden in 10 villages. They are using the herbal plant
for their primary treatment and giving to neighbors for the same. The mothers
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exchange their seed of nutritional garden.

Eco Friendly Group
As a development organization Bolpur Manab Jamin is very keen to protect the
environment which leads to better tomorrow. So to protect our coming generation
we took an effort lead by coming generation especially by children of 11 to 16 years.
This movement is going on in our project villages named Eco Friendly Group
activity. We have 6 Eco Friendly Group comprising of 156 members in 6 project
villages. The group prepares village resource map, water map, drawing different
pictures resembling ecological issues, observance of Environment Days along with
workshop, meeting and awareness camp with the villagers.

TEAM MEMBERS
Anima Garain

Monoyara Begum

Balika Marddi

Rupa Mirdha

Chanchal Pal

Saunak Kar

Debashis Mitra

Supriya Mondal

Debasis

Susanta Patra

Mukherjee

Tarulata Mete
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Helaram Das

Details of Working Committee Members of Bolpur Manab Jamin
Sl.
No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Name & Address
Pijush Mukhopadyay
South Jambuni; P.O.: Bolpur;
Dist.: Birbhum; PIN : 731204
Debiprasanna Mukhopadhyay
Andrewspally; P.O.: Santiniketan;
Dist.: Birbhum; PIN : 731235
Supriya Mondal
South Jambuni; P.O.: Bolpur;
Dist.: Birbhum; PIN : 731204
Chanchal Paul
Nayekpara, P.O.: Bolpur;
Dist.: Birbhum; PIN : 731204
Debasis Mukherjee
Vill.: Surul; P.O.: Sriniketan;
Dist.: Birbhum; PIN : 731236
Santosh Paul
Trishulapatty, P.O. : Bolpur;
Dist.: Birbhum; PIN : 731204
Srikanta Mondal
South Jambuni , P.O.: Bolpur;
Dist.: Birbhum, PIN : 731204

Designation

Occupation

President

Retired Principal

Vice President

Retired Professor
and Principal

Secretary

Teacher

Asst. Secretary

Social Service

Treasurer

Social Service

Member

Service

Member

Farmer

CONCLUSION
Bolpur Manab Jamin creates awareness and always emphasis the need of the
beneficiaries and work for sustainable development throughout the year. Our socioeconomic developmental approach towards the down trodden and economically
weaker section people will remain same. As a grass root level organization we
always think of people centered efforts which are both innovative and experimental.
All through the year Bolpur Manab Jamin have worked in fields of agriculture,
health, nutrition, sanitation, education, right based approach, social security
schemes, farmers club, legal aid services, etc. for the betterment of the society and
with the best wishes of all well wishers may thrive to continue the progressive
efforts.
We had set different plan which are ambitious development goals and defines how

participate in the decisions that affect them positively and search for new
opportunities.
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empowering people, income generation, combating malnutrition so that they can
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Bolpur Manab Jamin can best contribute to fight the poverty. It focuses on

Your donations to Bolpur Manab Jamin will help support
our much needed program, as it will ensure the continuity of
our program in providing an extremely valuable service and a
deep satisfaction to the person/community for having brought
about a positive social change. Let us endeavor to build a
healthy society with your support.

For Foreign Contribution

Bank: UCO Bank,

Bank: Oriental Bank of Commerce

Branch: Raipur Branch

Branch: Bolpur Branch

SB A/c No.: 17100110006832

SB A/c No.: 18402191003478

Branch Code: 1710

Branch Code: 1840

IFSC: UCBA0001710

IFSC: ORBC0101840
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BANK DETAILS OF BOLPUR MANAB JAMIN

